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Miller: Esoteric Theater

James H. Miller

ESOTERIC THEATER

B

insight and quick imagination characterize
Francis Fergusson's descriptions of the dramatic examples
he has chosen for his journey toward 'an "idea of a theater," but the journey done, we are no closer to an idea of a theater
than when we began. From my own point o.f view the journey itself was well worth the effort if only for his magnificent interpretation of the scenery along the way, 9ut a theater practitioner
such as myself finds it hard to believe that we are wandering chartlessly without any idea of a theater. Especially in a time when
there are more active playhouses than ever before in the history
of the world, it is incredible that there is not someone, somewhere, who is doing something signifiotnt. Perhaps Fergusson
has made the assumption, unwittingly, that a significapt reflection of life will appear recognizable only if shrouded in a form
hitherto traditional to the theater. Even the admission of a trivial
nature in a culture should not presuppose denial of a form, and
an "idea of a theater" is pure -form, no matter whether imposed
idealistically, as Fergusson eschews, or springing from the nature
of things, to ~hich Fergusson subscribes.
In The Idea of a Theater 1 Francis Fergusson follo~s a generally accepted belief that tlie theater is a series of pictures of life,
some quite obvious, others more interp~tative; and if society is
unstable at the moment, the interpretative play becomes that
much more difficult both ~o create and to appreciate. Given this
assumption, he has something to say, and says it well. An interesting contribution to current ideas are his interpretations of how
Shaw, Pirandello, Cocteau, and Obey set about the problem of
providing philosophies of life in a time of shifting values against
which their dramatic situations might become significant. Each
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of these moderns in his own way forswears what the author calls
the meaningless environment handed to the theater bya world
that had discovered the camera; and each creates a style through
which objective contemplation is again possible.
Aside from these studies, however, 1 found myself wishing that
I were at the Athenian Lyceum or gliding up the Thames ona
barge where the prose was sparkling clear and the manner a little
more conver~tional than riddling. ,Neither Aristotle nor Dryden .
present so bafiling a critical treatise as Mr•. Fergusson's HAppendix on Certain Technical Concepts." Here the doctrine of imitation, a critJcal football for over two thousand years, is further
abused. Aristotle, at least, took for granted that when an intelligent member of the human race attempts a reproduction of life
through an art form he cannot help but do so in a significant manner. Since we have used the concept of a camera already, it might
be well to bear in mind that even such an objective art form as a
photographic print betrays the ~hiloSophy of the photographer
and names his date.
And I question the statement that "the art of the drama" has
no real place in our contemporary life. Granted we do not ourselves realize just what 1>lace it does occupy, an evaluation will
come in time. Mr. Fergusson may have predicted correctly the
direction that some of his chosen straws in the wind are taking
towards a contemporary idea of a theater. On the other hand, this '.
ag~, by ourselves called a time without moral order, may be found
later to be rel?lete with a central significance. as a transitional
time to a greater moral order. Greek playwrights were notoriously audience-eonscious, and a critic of their works did not emerge
until well after drama _through improvisation had found its own
natural form.-Shak~speare antedated Dryden- by about as many
years as Sopqocles did Aristotle. Certainly the producers of modem drama ~~e not as bewildered as a reader of The Idea of a
Theater migptimagine. The point at which an awareness of Hthe
literal facts df.the present" becomes, by a stroke of piercing intel-
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ligence, an awareness of these facts on a "wider, deepe~; and mote
permanent"' plane can be decided more easily from a distanced
vantage point. Neither Sop~ocles nor Shakespeare made public
statements to the eff~ct that they above others held the key to a"direct sensing of life."' In fact, Sophocles' new play, Oedipus the
. King, perhaps the greatest tragedy of ancient times, went down in
defeat at the hands of a lesser dramatist in the contest at the City
. Dionysia.
For a theater practitioner to" attempt a challenge to Fergusson's
provocative and engrossing book would be regarded in academic
circles as ridiculous as Don Quixote's diminutive assault on a
large windmill~ since Fergusson's work is solidly built and fulfills
its PUIPOse of investigating comprehensively both the idea of a
theater of the past and some modern playwrights' inability to
cope with that same idea. But his supposition of an inability on
the part of some modems to develop an idea of the theater as he
perhaps correcdy has recreated it for those before our century is
precisely the source of my disagreement. Who at the moment can
safely say that significant play production must meet qualifications which in the past were necessary ingredients of greatdrama?
Wh~ can state with authority that the-absente of strong ritual and
myth with their sense of moral order precludes significant dramatic expression that is neither "gossip" nor, "'lyric poetry"? I sense
a strong leaning towards the tragic form on the part of ?tlr. Fergusson. since his examples are by and large from the serious side
of the theater. It is apparent that many cultures which have
moved beyond the' pale of supernatu~m naturally gravitate
towards expression in the comic form. It is reported that when
Boileau was asked by' Louis XIV who was the most important
writer of the age, he replied, "Monsieur Moliere, Your Majesty:'
"I should never have thought it," said the King. "but of·course
you know best." And a present-day critic well might be tempted
to discover more "awareness of its time" in a play such as \\Tilder's
Skin of Our Teeth than in Anderson's Winterset.
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My personal reaction to Fergusson"s thesis is that weare doing
oQrselvesa great disservice byanalyzingcont~porarydtama
through a reconstruction of an' idea of a theater based upon a
scholarly inquiry into the past•. Few of the better playmakers
today will admit their works to consist of.trivialities ~ttere'x." -'
pressed on a medicine man's stage or from the lips ,of a troub~
dour. To attempt a judgment against modern drama because
modern drama ·1acksa.Sophoc1ean sYnthesis is to condemn modem man because he prefers an anesthesia rather than exaltation
through suffering in the dentiseschair. The theater today may ~
. wandering without a bearing insofar as one theater tradition may
be concerned, but this does not mean that the human race bas
abandoned philosophical realism, nor its claim to its collective
identity as ureal people in a real world."

Edward G.Lueders

DISSENTERS AND DREAMERS .

rr

English critic Holbrook Jackson was never
one to startle his ·reader.with pyrotechnics--eithercritical
or; rhetorical. His discourse was comfortable, competent,
andco~istent. Insight in his friendly essays seldom flashes from
the page, but reveals itself through the cumulative effectofa
steady, continuous glow. In twentieth-century letters, herepresent! the genuine pandit rather than the fashionable pundit. He .
draws on an impressive familiarity witli his material, but he
neither lectures nor, in the conventional sense, teaches-he considers and shares.
Dreamers of Dreams! focuses his ~ble erudition on six
nineteenth-century writers, Carlyle, Ruskin, Morris, Emerson,
HE LATE
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